
Overall M&A Market Commentary 

The last quarter saw an increase in uncertainty resulting from the 

escalating trade war. New tariffs are being assessed or proposed 

on an increasing number of imported goods, which is further 

disrupting international supply chains and making it more difficult 

to adapt to the everchanging tariff cost structures. While the 

recently reported “phase one trade deal” with China may signal 

progress, there is still no indication that there will be full 

resolution to the trade disputes with China in the near-term. 

Furthermore, there has been an escalation in U.S. political 

uncertainty over the past three months. Our elected 

representatives in Washington, D.C. are locked in a political battle 

with little time to make progress on any substantive legislative 

agenda. In addition, the distractions of the upcoming 2020 

presidential election will further reduce the possibility of any 

bipartisan cooperation on important legislation. Currently, the 

negative impacts of trade and political tensions on the economy 

are being offset by a strong labor market and sustained consumer 

spending. Consumer spending makes up nearly two-thirds of U.S. 

economy and as such, the continued strength in consumer 

spending trends provide a solid foundation to the U.S. economy, 

particularly heading into the holiday shopping season. Many 

economic prognosticators are trying to predict when the next 

recession will occur, but the continued strength of the consumer 

keeps pushing the recession timing further into the future.  

While the U.S. economy is healthy, there is growing concern 

among business owners and CEOs. “The pessimism we are seeing 

is contagious, even though the actual economy is thriving. 

Expectations can be infected and, as a result, could turn sour,” 

said NFIB Chief Economist William Dunkelberg. “All the talk about 

an impending recession can create a false reality, but it doesn’t 

make it right. Main Street is continuing to produce and remains 

strong in spite of the headlines.”  

The September 2019 jobs report reflects that the labor markets 

continued to show strength. The jobless rate dropped to 3.5% in 

September, its lowest level since December 1969. Monthly job 

creation, while still strong, is off the high levels recorded last year. 

According to Gad Levanon, Chief Economist, North America for 

The Conference Board, “Job growth remains on a slowing trend 

even as the labor markets continue to get tighter. While wages 

dropped slightly, finding qualified workers is likely to get more 

difficult. Overall, this report provides more evidence that the labor 



market is still healthy and does not necessarily increase the 

likelihood of further rate cuts by the Federal Reserve in the 

remainder of the year.” 

The strong labor market provides growing disposable income to 

workers and buoys consumer sentiment. According to the 

September 2019 University of Michigan Survey of Consumers, U.S. 

consumer sentiment improved from the recent low point recorded 

in August. “The overall trends in the sentiment index remain quite 

favorable, but show signs of a slow erosion,” Richard Curtin, 

director of the University of Michigan consumer survey, said in a 

statement. “Some of these concerns are rooted in partisanship, 

some due to conditions in the global economy.” The consumer 

drives the U.S. economy, so strong consumer sentiment suggests 

continued economic growth for the balance of 2019. 

Third quarter GDP is estimated to be 2.0% with a full-year forecast 

of 2.2% for the full year 2019. While the broad economy is still 

growing, there are sectors that are having difficulty. One example 

is the manufacturing sector, where the September 2019 

Manufacturing ISM Report on Business suggested that economic 

activity in the manufacturing sector contracted in September 

following a contraction in August as well. The trade tensions and 

business confidence are affecting some sectors greater than 

others. 

This decline in business confidence seems to have delayed 

business owner decisions. During the first half of 2019, the volume 

of closed middle-market M&A transactions deteriorated 

somewhat as uncertainty started to affect business leaders and 

delay their sale decisions.  

The M&A supply and demand imbalance continues to make this a 

sellers’ market. As described in past quarters, the lower volume of 

M&A activity has kept company valuations high. We encourage 

business owners to look at their transition goals and objectives to 

determine whether a company sale makes sense for their 

circumstances. 

M&A Market Activity 

Uncertainty has reduced middle-market deal activity in 2Q19. A 

stable and growing U.S. economy, strong employment and jobs 

numbers, benign inflation and relatively good public company 

earnings reports are all signaling that the U.S. economy still has 

momentum going into 2020. Growing domestic political 

detractions and the slowing global economy are starting to erode 

business optimism and consumer sentiment. These coupled with 

the negative impacts of the trade war on business results have 

begun to signal cracks in an otherwise stable U.S. economy. 

• The $43 billion of middle-market deals recorded in 2Q19 

reflects a 12.2% decrease in dollar value from 1Q19. In year-

over-year comparisons, 2Q19 deal value was about 8.5% less 

than 2Q18. 

• Both the deal volume and deal value showed significant 

declines in 2Q19. The number of middle-market closed deals 

in 2Q19 declined 20.0% compared to the number of closed 

deals in 1Q19. In year-over-year comparisons, the number of 

deals in 2Q19 was also 20.0% less than 2Q18's tally.  

• The average middle-market deal size of $53.8 million in 2Q19 

was 14.4% larger than the average $47.0 million deal size 

closed in 2Q18. 

 

Private equity (“PE”) exit activity during 2Q19 showed a declining 

volume trend while the dollar value increased over the same 

period. This implies PEs are selling fewer, but larger portfolio 

companies. On a year-over-year basis, the number of PE exits in 

2Q19 decreased 34.1% from 2Q18, while the capital exited 

decreased 14.6% during the same period.  



With record committed fund levels, PE funds are anxious to put 

money to work in new deals. However, the PE community has 

been more restrained in their exit activities, perhaps reflecting 

their perception of growing uncertainty and the effects of the 

trade war on their businesses. 

Middle Market Deal Valuations 

Valuations have continued to be very high as the volume of middle

-market deals available has not met the demand for acquisitions 

by buyers. Abundant PE buyer funds, low cost debt financing and 

active well capitalized strategic buyers continue to create a sellers’ 

market which may continue into 2020. 

Middle-market company valuations have been near a market peak 

for a long time with increasing risk to the downside. Properly 

prepared, solid performing companies are always welcome in the 

M&A market and will continue to receive strong buyer interest 

and premium valuations. At higher valuation levels, buyers expect 

a “perfect” acquisition, leading to more intense buyer due 

diligence. Well-prepared sellers are at a distinct advantage in the 

deal process, so there is increased use of sell-side quality of 

earnings consultants by sellers to verify financial information. We 

believe all business owners with a liquidity event on the horizon 

should review their strategic options and be prepared to enter the 

M&A market. 

• Sub-$25 million deal valuation multiples moved slightly higher 

in 2Q19 reaching a 6.8x multiple, which is above the long-run 

average for this size category. 

• Larger middle-market valuations ($50 to $100 million 

segment) moved higher as well in 2Q19 to 7.9x, up from the 

6.9x recorded in 1Q19. Quarterly data is more volatile than 

annual data, so looking at trends rather than actual values in 

quarterly data is more appropriate. 

• Valuations in the $25 to $50 million segment moved higher, 

showing a general movement upward across all deal size 

categories.  

Private Equity versus Strategic Valuations 

All buyers are very active in the current M&A market and looking 

for new investment opportunities. The strategic buyer premium 

has averaged 0.75x over the last five years, meaning strategic 

buyers have paid 0.75x of EBITDA more than the average PE buyer. 

Our 2018 and 2019 data show more aggressive strategic buyer 

participation in M&A transactions, leading to strategic buyer 

premiums exceeding more than 1.0x over the last six quarters. 

• Strategic buyers continue to be a significant factor in middle- 

market M&A. In 2Q19, strategic buyers, on average paid about 

1.2x multiple of EBITDA more than financial buyers.  

• Over the last couple of years, PE acquisition multiples have 

remained in a stable range to above 7.0x. While the 1Q19 data 

show a slight valuation decrease, the 2Q19 data returned the 

range above 7.0x.  

• The long-run trend data on valuations still indicates that the 

supply demand imbalance continues in the middle-market. 

Well-prepared, attractive sellers can take advantage of 

interest in M&A deals by both strategic buyers and PE funds 

and achieve reasonably high valuations.  

• Prairie estimates that for middle-market deals below $50 

million, valuations are generally 1.0x to 2.0x multiples of 

EBITDA lower than the levels reflected in the chart below. 



Middle Market Leveraged Buy Out Capitalizations 

The use of debt in a typical middle-market leveraged buyout 

(“LBO”) remains strong in 2019, although there is an emerging 

trend of company buyers using more conservative capital 

structures in their deals. Even with a stable U.S. economy, the 

growing political and trade uncertainty is causing acquirers to use 

less leverage in their acquisitions in order to reduce transaction 

risk.  

• Debt capital is readily available across the middle-market. 

Commercial banks, asset-based lenders, business 

development corporations (“BDC”) and mezzanine lenders are 

anxious to support acquisitions and growth financing 

situations.   

• The wide variety of non-bank debt sources and increased 

competition among banks for new lending opportunities has 

kept borrowing costs low. Increased lender competition has 

led to more borrower-friendly terms and a borrowers’ market. 

In addition, the downward shift in the interest rate yield curve 

is leading to a lower nominal interest rates.  

• Mezzanine funds continued to aggressively pursue deal 

opportunities in 2019. The use of this type of financing in 

leveraged transactions remains an important part of the LBO 

capital structure. Interest-only and payment-in-kind structures 

still dominate the markets. Mezzanine funds continue to 

pursue equity co-investment opportunities to improve their 

returns and increase their investment amount in deals.  

 

Overall Comment on the Financing Markets 

Banks, non-bank lenders and mezzanine funds have abundant 

available capital and are anxious to put their money to work. 

However, muted M&A activity and lower investment in plant and 

equipment due to concerns over the direction of the global 

economy have lowered the demand for credit. The September 

2019 Thomson Reuters Leveraged Loan Monthly, which tracks a 

broader measure of credit including both bank and non-bank 

lending, suggested the following, “So far this year, leveraged 

lending is the lowest in seven years, down 41% over last year’s 

volumes, with institutional activity declining 58%.” There is plenty 

of capital available for middle-market companies, the lack of loan 

growth is a demand driven problem that has continued for several 

years now.  

The interest rate yield curve continued to flatten during 3Q19, 

with the 2 Year to 10 Year Treasury yield spread slipping to 5 basis 

points, down from 23 basis points at the end of 2018. Typically, a 

flat or inverted yield curve signals an increase in the risk of a 

recession, but with low inflation, a strong labor market and better 

than expected corporate earnings, any recession will likely occur in 

2020 or later.  

“In spite of the success we continue to see on Main Street, the 

manic predictions of recession are having a psychological effect 

and creating uncertainty for small business owners throughout the 

country,” said NFIB President and the CEO Juanita D. Duggan. 

“Small business owners continue to invest, grow, and hire at 

historically high levels, and we see no indication of a coming 

recession.” 

We remain in a favorable interest rate environment with low 

business borrowing costs. Low interest rates coupled with 

borrower-friendly terms makes this a borrowers’ market. Credit 

worthy companies still have an opportunity to structure loans with 

favorable terms and are welcome in the lending market. 

Total U.S. Middle Market Loan Issuance 

• New bank loan issuance for middle-market companies for the 

three quarters of 2019 was down 21.0% over the same period 

last year. This anemic loan growth has been a consistent trend 

over the last three years. 

• In an effort to normalize interest rates, the Fed increased 

rates nine times through December 2018. New concerns with 

the slowing global economy and the effects of the protracted 



trade war with China caused the Fed to reverse course and 

execute two rate cuts of 25 basis points in July and September 

2019. As a result, the yield curve has shifted downward, 

reducing nominal interest rates and company borrowing costs. 

• Bank lenders continue to focus on relationship banking, 

corporate borrowers' lines of credit and areas where they 

have a competitive advantage like operating business needs, 

including payroll and checking accounts. Due to regulatory 

scrutiny, banks continue to be selective in making new loans 

and are very selective in new leveraged transactions. 

• While significant concerns of a potential recession in the near-

term have subsided, U.S. borrowers and lenders have become 

more conservative in the use of debt due to concerns 

associated with potential impacts of a global economic 

slowdown and continued trade uncertainty on their business. 

Interest Rate Environment 

• The short end of the yield curve (Prime and one-month 

LIBOR), in a year-over-year comparison, reflects one rate 

increase of 25 basis points in late 2018 offset by the two Fed 

rate reductions orchestrated in late July and September 2019. 

Prime similarly moved lower by 25 basis points reflecting the 

effects of the three Fed rate adjustments. The Fed decided 

that due to concerns with the strength of the global economy 

and its potential impact on the U.S., they would cease 

additional rate increases starting in 2019 and change course 

to rate reductions. 

• The yield curve has shifted lower since last year and continues 

to be very flat. At the end of 3Q19, the 2 Year to 10 Year 

Treasury differential was 5 basis points, down from 25 basis 

points at the end of 2Q19 and 23 basis points at the end of 

2018. An inverted yield curve is a source of concern for 

analysts because it is considered by some to be a predictor of 

a future recession. However, negative long-term interest rates 

in other global economies is creating increased demand for 

our long-term treasury securities, sending treasury yields 

lower and “clouding” this recession prediction statistic. 

• A strong labor market with more available jobs than there are 

unemployed and the resulting robust consumer spending has 

set the stage for continued economic growth. Furthermore, 

strong employment growth, low unemployment and 

significant wage growth has not led to the normally occurring 

inflationary environment. Even with a flat yield curve trending 

toward an inversion, there appears to be no recession on the 

horizon.  

Middle Market Debt Multiples 

• Total debt leverage in the deal market has moved to 4.1x in 

2Q19, with the senior bank component of the total leverage 

increasing to 3.4x. Even with tariff issues, political uncertainty 

and more volatile equity markets, the U.S. economy keeps 

showing resiliency. Banks continue to actively seek new loan 

opportunities. 

• Mezzanine capital still plays an important role in a leveraged 

capital structure. Over the last few years, mezzanine debt has 

represented slightly less than 1.0x EBITDA. However, with 

aggressive banks and senior lenders, the demand for 

mezzanine in capital structures has been muted. 

• The use of debt leverage helps sustain high middle-market 

M&A valuations. The current downward trend in interest rates 

will enable companies to support more leverage in 

transactions, helping sustain the currently high M&A 

valuations. 

• Bank lenders continue to maintain credit discipline largely to 

satisfy their regulators. The regulators limit the amount of 

Highly Leveraged Transactions (“HLT”) exposure that a bank 

can hold at the relatively conservative 3.0x EBITDA senior debt 



ratio. Other non-regulated lenders like BDCs, while 

conservative in their lending practices, have allowed slightly 

more senior leverage leading to the 3.4x leverage multiple in 

YTD19. 

 

About Prairie Capital Advisors 

Prairie offers investment banking, ESOP advisory and valuation services to support the growth and ownership transition strategies of middle-market companies. Headquartered in 

Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois, the company is a leading advisor to closely-held companies nationwide.  

Securities transactions are effected and offered through Prairie Capital Markets, LLC (“Prairie”), member FINRA/SIPC. PRAIRIE and Prairie Capital Advisors are service marks 

registered with the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office. This document is a result of Prairie Capital Market, LLC and is for informational purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or 

solicitation with respect to the sale or purchase of a security. The opinions expressed are the views of the writer and do not reflect the views and opinions of Prairie. Prairie shall 

not be liable for damages resulting from the use of or reliance upon the information presented herein. 

About Omni Cable Corporation 

Omni Cable Corporation, headquartered in West Chester, PA and established in 1977, is one of North 

America’s largest redistributors of specialty wire, cable and ancillary electrical products selling exclusively 

to electrical distributors. Serving a diverse range of end markets, the Company has developed a leading 

platform with 13 strategically located distribution centers in the United States and Canada.  

Omni Cable Corporation has been acquired by Dot Family Holdings.  


